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Q1: Fill in the blanks:

1. Most solid things _________ in water.

2. Most light things _________ on water.

3. The ______________ changes from day to day.

4. The weather is ___________ on sunny day.

5. Electricity has made our lives ____________.

6. We must not __________ electricity.

7. __________ make their own food.

8. Food helps us to ____________.

9. Food gives us ____________.

10. We eat food that comes from Plants and ____________.

11. A dog ____________.

12. A cat ____________.

13. A lion ____________.

14. Birds ____________.

Q2: Write Yes or No:

1. When the wind blows very hard the weather is windy. ____________

2. The sky is covered with clouds on sunny day. ____________

3. On high mountains it is very cold. ____________
4. When the light is blocked it casts a shadow. _________
5. The light travels in a zigzag line. _________
6. We do not use force to move the things. _________
7. Our world is full of moving objects. _________

Q3: Choose the correct answer:
1. Water and milk are _______. (solid – liquid )
2. Solid things are _______ ( hard – soft )
3. The heat of the sun _______ the things. ( warms – cools )
4. When the sun shines brightly , weather is _______.( sunny – rainy )
5. When it is cold , people wear _______ clothes. ( warm – light )
6. The _______ changes from day to day. (weather – climate )

Q4: Book Exercises:
1. ( ) those solids which can be changed into liquids.
   a) Butter
   b) Bread
   c) Ice cube
   d) Chocolate bar
2. Which star is closest to the Earth? Write a sentence about this star.
   Ans : ___________________________________________

3. Can living things like humans , Plants and animals live on the Moon or the Sun? Write your answer.
   No, Yes because ___________________________________
4. What are the following things called?

5. Look at the picture below. Which movement is a Push and which is a Pull?
Q3: What does the Sun gives us?
Ans:  

Q4: Does the moon have its own heat and light?
Ans:  

Q5: How many weathers are there? (Name them).
Ans:  

Q6: What type of clothes we should wear in cold weather?
Ans:  

Q7: Write two things which work with electricity at school?
Ans:  

Q8: Write two things which work with electricity at home?
Ans:  

Q9: What is needed to move the things?
Ans:  

Q10: What are the two types of forces?
Ans: 
Q11: Why do all living things need food?
Ans: 

Q12: How do people make sounds?
Ans: 

Q13: Name three things which give us light?
Ans: 

Q14: What do we need to see things?
Ans: 